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Abstract 
 
The study shown contains a fragment of analysis of the Romanian fairytales, analysis that is placing an emphasis on 
the symbolical ways in which the being of evil is represented, as an expression of the Shadow. The therapeutical value of the 
fairytale lies in activating the unconscious content and the ability to access the contents of the Shadow but also the internal 
resources of healing, through diminution of the rational censorship, through projection, identification and active imagination. 
The fairytale facilitates the insight and works as a support for the person’s projections, as a mirror of the mental functionality 
patterns and through that it represents a way of access to the unconscious, to the pulsional dinamic, to the conflictual areas 
and defense mechanisms of the person itself. The first part of the article includes theoretical perspectives and conceptual 
clarifications relevant to our study, details about the notions of Shadow, projection, symbol and individuation. The second 
part aims to present the stages of the hero’s journey. This journey is understood as a way of knowledge and self-knowledge, 
as a meeting with Self and acceptance of the Shadow’s challenges. We referred to three major forms of the Shadow’s contents 
(of the being of evil): the initial evil, the evil that must be crossed and the evil that is defeated in the final battle. The initial 
evil is the one which determines the travel or the cause, and which can be expressed as a lack of material possession, 
unsatisfied desire, as a suffering of an emotional nature or as an uncontrolled aggression from the outside (i.e. the hero is 
banished from his home). The evil that must be crossed is represented by the obstacles encountered along the way. The 
obstacles are meant to bring to light contents of the Shadow. The evil defeated in the final battle is the one that gives the hero 
the measure of acceptance of his own limits and the knowledge of his own resources. The last part contains examples of 
Romanian fairytales that illustrate the ways in which the being of evil expresses itself. The meeting with evil, the 
confrontation with the Shadow helps the hero to know his own fear and courage, pain and joy, doubt and determination in his 
process of individuation.  
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 1. Shadow and projection. The Shadow, concept introduced by C.G. Jung, designates one of the 
universal archetypes, together with self, person, animus and anima. From Jungian perspective, the Shadow 
contains all of those aspects that are shameful, painful, unpleasant, and difficult to accept by the person. The 
Shadow’s contents are represented, on the one hand, by the psychic unconscious inherited materials, and on the 
other, by the psychic contents “pushed” by the defenses mechanisms of the Ego into the unconscious: painful, 
difficult to manage at a conscious level experiences.                                                               
 The confronting with the Shadow represents a step which is necessary to individuation: it is only by 
meeting with, knowing and accepting our dark sides that we can tend towards an authentic psychic life, by 
integrating and unifying contraries. In order to become a “whole” person, the individual has to have the capacity 
to admit and accept their defining positive and negative aspects, their qualities and flows, their resources and 
limitations. 
 The benefits of the confronting with the contents of the Shadow, seen as premises of individuation, lie in 
regaining of personal energy and resources. The parts in ourselves that are rejected or kept in the Shadow 
constitute not only the contents we defend ourselves from, but also the personal resources that we no longer have 
access at. Meeting with the Shadow can be scary but it offers the opportunity to become whole by accessing 
personal resources, by unlocking and offering the Ego the necessary energy associated with some parts of oneself 
that have been rejected by then or that have been in conflict. 
 The projection is the main mechanism through which the unconscious psychic contents of the Shadow 
are brought into consciousness. More often, the contents of the shadow are projected upon people surrounding us. 
Thus, “Another” upon which the unconscious contents are projected becomes carrier of our own projections, and, 
by doing that, it becomes an object of our critique and aversion. As what we cannot see in ourselves, what is 
hidden, seeks for a way to become visible, to show itself to reveal itself, then the others function as basis, in a 
mirror, of what we cannot accept in ourselves. 
 The projected contents of the shadow can be recognized by the intensity that experiences manifest 
themselves. The more we deny a part of ourselves that belongs to us, in fact, the more this will try to find a way 
to appear, to become known. Behind the desire to wear a mask, behind the breakage with ourselves, with what we 
are as a whole (with both positive and negative aspects) lies the fear of being rejected, of not being good enough, 
of losing love (“I am afraid I will be rejected if I show myself just the way I am”). Behind the defense there is 
guilt and shame. 
 As Jung (2013, p.75) emphasizes “the darkness is also a part of me, I regain the memory that I am a 
person as everybody else.” The contents of the shadow can never be fully integrated. We cannot be aware all the 
time of what we are as a whole. But individuation, in Jungian view, means becoming more and more aware of 
what we are, becoming more and more what we really are.  
 2. Fairytale and symbols. The fairytale is a concept with strong symbols. Common sense explanation, 
the fairytale is a “tale” or a “story” that contains variations of the theme of the fight between good and evil, of the 
confrontation between positive and negative characters.  
 Etymologically speaking, the term “fairytale’ comes from Slavic language, as basni and it means 
fabrication. The fairytale is a linguistic and symbolic construct which can be approached from multiple 
perspectives: anthropological, folkloric, cultural, literary, etc. These distinct approaches have contributed 
throughout time, to understanding and conceptualizing the fairytale from multiple points of view, each bringing 
new elements to the explanation of the concept of “fairytale”.  But what we emphasize in this paper is the 
therapeutic value of the fairytales, the possibility of using the fairytale as a diagnosis and therapeutic tool.  
 From Jungian perspective, the fairytale represents a “mirror” of the collective unconscious, which 
reflects universal archetypes, themes and symbols. Symbols have the capacity to unify opposites. Fairytales 
contain rich symbolic material and by this it constitutes a path towards the contents of the unconscious.  
 The psycho diagnosis and therapeutic values of the fairytale lie in its property to be symbolic material, 
in the capacity to activate and bring to the surface of the consciousness valuable unconscious psychic contents 
but also internal resources to heal (by diminishing the rational censorship, by projection, identifying and active 
imagination).  
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 The fairytale facilitates the insight and functions as support of the person’s projections, as mirroring of 
the patterns of psychic functioning and by these it is a path of access towards pulsional dynamic, towards conflict 
zones and the person’s defense mechanisms. 
 In therapy, identifying the patient’s favorite fairytale has diagnosis relevance. Generally speaking, 
according to the life scenario (we make reference here to the concept of scenario according to Eric Berne’s 
conception) and according to the person’s dominant tendencies he/ she will choose as “favorite” fairytale, the one 
that best mirrors the basal patterns of his psychic life. 
 The defining elements of the fairytale as therapeutic tool have the following dimensions: a) the presence 
of symbols and of fantastic, surreal elements that activate emotions and the symbolic dimension of the 
unconscious; b) conflict between positive and negative characters of the fairytale that are susceptible to activate 
the person’s psychic conflicts; c) the hero’s path and the obstacles he has to overcome; d) the help received 
during the trip- as symbol of activation of personal resources. 
 3. Individuation - the hero’s journey. Any self-search involves a long journey, a journey with 
obstacles, elements meant to mirror parts of the shadow, to support you into knowing yourself, to “experience” 
yourself to the limit of self- doubt. 
 The beginning of knowledge assumes the initial presence of Desire. The energy of Desire determines the 
hero to abandon the comfort zone of the “already known”. This moment is similar to the one of being born: 
“getting out” of the maternal womb which contains everything needed. The start of the journey represents “the 
spiritual birth” of the hero. 
 The journey of the hero’s self-birth is about going beyond Everything Known and committing to Desire. 
A few elements are necessary to the hero at the beginning of his journey. The first and the most important is the 
super natural help. Only by committing to Desire and choosing to go on this trip represents the first contour of 
the axis Ego-Self. Here takes place the meeting with Hermes, the image of God - The One who takes different 
shapes (expressions of “imago dei”).   
 Symbolically speaking, the simple connecting to the super natural (for example the horse with feathers, 
the stones which can give answers -Urim and Tumim-, the charmed gown, the Tom cat that wears boots and has 
the gift of talking, the charmed ring and the talking mirror, etc.) place the hero in the very core of the archetype. 
All these help the hero believe that he is not alone on his journey, on the Way of his becoming. Jung (2004, 
p.408) says that loneliness is about not having anyone to share thoughts, ideas with: “ solitude does not come 
because we are not surrounded by people, but mostly, because we cannot communicate things that are important 
to us or because we consider valid thoughts that the other find unlikely.”  
 In this context, we want to restate Jung’s advice about the knowledge of the soul: “Whoever wants to 
know human soul, unfortunately will not discover anything about it from experimental psychology. He would 
better take the advice to put aside science, to take off his scholar coat, to say goodbye to his study and go into the 
world with a heart filled with human kindness, to wonder into the terrors of the dungeons, of the hospices and of 
the hospitals, the ill famed taverns…and to come back with more knowledge than any thick as a brick book could 
ever offer, and then he will be a good doctor to his patients, a true knower of the human soul”(Jung, 2007, p. 278-
279).  
 The searched treasure is, at first, material: wealth, treasure of gold or the emperor’s daughter or half of 
the kingdom, etc. All of these are desired enough as for the hero to be motivated “to try his luck”. The hero relies 
on the material nature of his desire without knowing that he will acquire the true treasure of spiritual nature, 
which is the real size of his soul. 
 The seeker does not know what lies in front of him. More than once he is naïve and Evil temporarily 
wins, fooling him or being stolen or forced to face the humiliation of the defeat, thus ending up to vail  his pride 
faced to his own limitations. This is the moment when the hero cries, whines, doubts himself, the world, God. He 
has just met the necessary Evil to go beyond his limitations. How else could he do that, unless he knew it? 
 Facing evil helps the hero to know his fear and courage, his grief and joy, his doubt and determination. 
In all legends, monsters are keepers of a treasure. One has to go past this materialization of Evil in order to reach 
the treasure. Not all succeed. Many are defeated in the attempt to beat the monster and return form their voyage 
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(for example, in the fairy tale Harap-Alb, only the youngest of the brothers succeeds, his brothers return from 
their voyage). The hero takes his chances and thus discovers the necessity to resort to his own aggressiveness 
which he will use in the battle. The fight cannot take place in the courtyard of the home palace, in front of the 
house or around the nurturing family, but always “The Far Away” is the land of the confrontation of the forces of 
the good and evil, in  an a temporal and magical place, where everything is possible. 
 The hero’s journey in the fairytale describes the road, the obstacles which he meets and the help that 
supports him during his battle. The final goal of the journey is that of self regaining: the happiness of being 
himself, the true treasure which is, obviously spiritual. 
 4. The being of evil in fairy tales. We have mentioned three more important fazes of the encounter with 
evil: initial evil, evil that must be crossed and evil defeated during the final confrontation. 
 Initial evil is the one that determines the journey and can be expressed in the fairy tale by material lack, 
by unfulfilled wish, emotional suffering, or uncontrolled aggression from outside (for example the hero is 
banished from home). Thus, the forms of evil manifest in the fairytale by: abandonment or rejection, for example 
the banishing of the good daughter from the fairy tale “Fata babei şi fata moşului”; distrust in the hero’s abilities, 
for example in the fairy tale “Harap Alb”; the hero’s brothers or sisters’ envy; poverty, loss of goods or of persons 
that helped him, unfulfilled promise (for example the fairy tale “Tinereţe fără bătrâneţe şi viaţă fără de moarte”).  
 Evil as obstacle or the evil that must be crossed appears as obstacles on the road. These obstacles are 
meant to take into the light contents of the shadow. When he least expects, the hero encounters temptation, 
hurdle, grief, spite, partial defeat (for example, Spânul tempts Harap Alb three times and the third he succeeds to 
take control, by cheating). 
 Evil defeated in the final battle. The evil in the final round or evil defeated is the one which gives the 
hero the measure of acceptance of his own limitations and knowledge of his own resources, making him a whole. 
It is here where we can observe an “attenuation” of evil because when the good done on the way comes as pay 
back, the hero is again helped in a magical manner, the super natural appearing again, as it did at the beginning of 
The Journey; the presence of the supernatural manifests itself in the Romanian fairy tale at the beginning and at 
the end of the hero’s journey, closing the circle. This type of help announces the hero that he is closer to fulfilling 
his duty. These elements (for example bees, ants, from the fairy tale “Harap Alb”, the broken oven and the tree 
full of caterpillars from the fairy tale “Fata babei şi fata moşului”) which for others are pitiful or ignored have 
tested the hero’s moral qualities. He has helped unconditionally without knowing and without expecting any pay 
back.  
 The tests the hero has to overcome and the fight with evil starts only after the hero accepts the challenge 
of crossing over to another space, where everything becomes possible, where characters receive magical powers, 
either positive (helping things) or negative ( the obstacles and the forms of evil). Thus, in Romanian Fairy tales, 
crossing over from the secure land to the space of the real journey is symbolized by crossing the bridge. 
 Symbolic significance of the bridge. Any journey is about an adventure into the unknown, a crossing 
from one psychic condition to another. The bridge is a space of crossing and initiation; it symbolizes the passage 
from the known into the unknown, from a comfortable and secure area (the home land) to an unsecure one, full of 
dangers, where the hero has to overcome several obstacle and evil in different forms. In order to cross it, the hero 
has to pass several tests of courage and of all necessary qualities for the adventure which lies in front of him. 
 Symbols of the being of evil in fairy tales- symbols of the shadow. Forms of evil. The being of evil in 
fairy tale is symbolized by characters which generally have the attributes of The Shadow-“evil”, the enemy in the 
shadow: the witch (the eldmother, the shrew, the gorgon), the dragon, the monsters - they are versions of evil, 
characters mal intended which try to deviate the hero from his journey or even to take his life. 
 The witch. According to Santagostino (2008, p.35), the witch, opposed to the containing, secure and 
nurturing feminine, “symbolizes the strongly destructive feminine”, threatening, the one which “encages, 
absorbs, swallows”. The danger, the evil that the witch signifies through her magical powers is that of blocking 
the course of the journey and of self discovering, “of freezing, of being powerless to go on towards personal 
accomplishment” Santagostino( 2008, p.37).  
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 The dragon and the griffin. Another symbol of the being of evil in fairy tales is that of the dragon, of the 
griffin or of the monster which guards the treasure. Getting into contact with one’s Self means crossing the “land 
of shadows”, passing through the dark maze, defeating or taming dragons. The taming of the dragons equals 
regain of personal power and gaining inner resources. In this way, placing yourself in the center of your own life 
story (being the hero) means gaining of your own life. “The enemies from the shadow” are aspects of our 
personality which we have to know and tame; the hardest battle for the hero is the one with himself. 
 In this context, we have to restate the idea of the hero’s loneliness on the way of his becoming. 
Everything the hero meets on his journey represents aspects of his personality. In order to know them, he has to 
be alone with himself, inside of his own darkness because it is only in this darkness that real Light can appear. 
The dangers in the shadow, once known, thus defeated, do not disappear. They are tamed, are under the hero’s 
control, under the control of the conscience. 
 The dragon is one of the symbols with a great capacity to unify opposites. According to Santagostino 
(2008, p.39), the monster or griffin symbolizes “the deep strata of the unconscious”, the primary and 
undifferentiated phase of the unconscious, which do not possess feminine or masculine attributes but it is 
represented as “entity which is sexually undifferentiated” which acts with a brutal force, strongly destructive on 
the one hand and on the other “primary source of life, the element of change, the guardian of the most precious 
treasures”. 
 Making reference to Christian symbols, Biedermann (2002, p.134) shows that dragons or griffins 
represent “embodiments of an evil or satanic Lucifer which Archangel Michel defeats and throws on the bottom 
of Hell”. 
 Other symbols frequently met in Romanian fairy tales. To support the hero in his fight against evil, he 
receives help such as: Saint Friday, Saint Sunday, the wise old man, the healer (the old uncle), the horse with 
magical powers, the fairies, the bees, the ants etc. These helping characters usually have magical powers and 
bare the role to transform the impossible into possible. For example, the wise old man, the healer (the old uncle) 
who gives medicines and advice, and who has the power to read mind or to foresee the future is a character 
frequently met in Romanian fairy tales. 
 The horse. In many Romanian fairy tales, during the journey, the hero receives as help a horse with 
magical powers, which supports and advises in his confrontation with evil. 
 The horse is a symbol of unconscious psychic energy, instinctual energy in the absence of which the 
journey cannot take place. In Romanian fairy tales, the hero has to make an effort to deserve the horse’s help, 
effort which in many occasions consist in taking care of the horse for a certain period of time. Most of the times 
the horse initially looks uncared-for and powerless as a symbol of diminished psychic energy.  It is only after the 
hero takes care of him that the horse reveals his magical powers. Once this test is passed, between horse and rider 
a indissoluble link establishes until the end of the road.  
 The horse becomes the hero’s extension; the horse is the one that allows movement and the journey, 
becoming the hero’s main ally, in a fusion like, symbiotic relationship. In other words, the hero safely relies on 
the entire vitality and psychic energy he possesses. 
 5. Fragments of analysis. For the present study we have chosen two Romanian fairy tales that are 
illustrative for the themes approached: the fairy tale “Harap Alb” and the fairy tale”Fata babei şi fata moşului”†. 
  In the fairy tale “Harap Alb” the initial evil is determined by an emperor’s lack of heirs; the fairy tale 
brings into attention the motif of the emperor without heirs.  The hero, another emperor’s third son, starts his 
journey doubtful and thinks that he will fail as his older brothers did before him, who have returned home filled 
with shame.  
 
† Harap Alb, Fata Babei, Fata Moşului, Spânul, Gerilă, Setilă, Flamanzilă, Ochilă - names for Romanian fairy 
tales characters    
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An essential element in Romanian fairy tale is represented by the encounter with the magical or help of 
divine nature. In this fairy tale, this divine help is represented by the archetype of the Wise Old Woman, here 
named “Saint Sunday”. The fairy tale reveals about Saint Sunday that she is the adviser who” knows beforehand 
what the powerful of the land are planning to do”. This super natural help offers the hero the contact with those 
elements which will support his journey, and they will prove helpful all along the way. The horse which eats 
embers and changes from a nag into a strong stallion represents psychic energy. According to Chevalier α 
Gheerbrant (2009) the horse is “vehicle, ship and destiny which are inseparable from the man’s destiny. Between 
man and horse the specific dialectic intervenes-the source of peace making or conflicts- of the psychic and of the 
mental.” 
 This hero’s first test is that of crossing the bridge. As shown above the bridge symbolizes the crossing 
from one phase to another, from one world to another, it allows crossing from one shore to another, from 
immaturity to maturity. According to R.Guénon, the bridge represents the crossing from the sensitive world to the 
super sensitive one. 
 In the fairy tale “Harap Alb” the bridge is the place where the hero confronts his own father, dressed in a 
bear fur. Further, in his initiating process confronting the bear as compulsory test reappears. C.G.Jung considers 
the bear as a symbol of the dangerous side of the unconscious. In alchemy the bear signifies instincts and the 
initial phase of evolution. Because of his dark color it is considered a symbol of primus matter. The bear is the 
primitive dangerous uncontrolled force, but still susceptible to evolve and at the same time capable of great 
regressions. 
 The hero wanders about in the maze-forest, this signifying depression. Here happens the meeting with 
Spânul, expression of the shadow. Spânul is the embodiment of the evil; he is greedy, invert, cunning. Although 
he manages to avoid him twice, the hero is fooled the third time and he becomes friend with Spânul until they 
reach a well. Tricked into descending in the well, the hero is forced to swear obedience to Spânul, in order to 
remain alive. Spânul thus becomes master and the hero receives the name of Harap Alb, and becomes his servant. 
 The apposition of the two words, “Harap” and “Alb” signifies unity of two opposites: “Harap” means 
“person with dark skin” and it receives the adjective “Alb” (white). The change between Harap Alb and Spân 
takes place inside the well. At the gate of the underworld, as orphic traditions specify, there are two wells. “One 
has to be part of the tribe of the Heaven that is of spiritual beings in order to obtain eternal life: When you 
descend into Hades’ world, you see a well on the left of the gate. It is the well of forgetfulness. Do not drink from 
its water. Go beyond. You will find fresh clean water springing from the lake of remembrance. Then you go near 
the guards and tell them: I am a child of the earth and sky, but my tribe comes from the sky. Then they will give 
you to drink from this water and you will forever live among the heroes”(Brion, 1943, p.130-131).  
The hero’s initiating process has tree tests. He has to confront the bear, that we already mentioned, then 
the stag, which a symbol of fecundity of the rhythms of growth and rebirth. “The stag is an archaic image of the 
cyclic renewal.” In alchemy, the stag symbolizes Mercury (male aspect) and The Spirit. These two first tests are 
passed with the help from Saint Sunday. 
 The third test is more complex and determines the hero to confront with other contents of his own 
Shadow. This third test brings into attention the motif of the emperor’s daughter, which frequently appears in all 
traditions. The king’s daughter is offered the hero as reward, but, in order to deserve her, the hero has to face 
dangers and to undergo tests to prove his courage. 
 The old king, representing the collective unconscious, keeps his daughter prisoner, and she represents 
the individual unconscious. According to Chevalier α Gheerbrant (2009), individual unconscious, represented by 
the emperor’s daughter, “because it doesn’t have its own experience does not come out of the collective 
unconscious, which overwhelms it. But Prince Charming, or the active principle of the conscious, will come and 
set her free of the burden of this constraint.” 
 In order to succeed in his third test, Harap Alb chooses to accept ugly entities as companions on the road 
of his initiation: Gerilă, Setilă, Flamanzilă, Păsări-Lăţi-Lungilă, Ochilă.  
 In the fairy tale the dialogue among these entities can be cause for amazement and humor. These images 
are strange, primitive and still they are presented as having certain wisdom. On the other hand, as one of them 
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says:” If we had been mean, forgive us, as even evil sometimes is good for something”. Harap Alb receives help 
from these creatures - dimensions of his own personality - in order to overcome the third challenge. Harap Alb’ 
meeting with these strange characters reminds us of Little Prince’s journey on different planets. We find here the 
same motif of the hero’s meeting with less pleasant dimensions, rejected and/or repulsive of his own personality 
(meeting with the Shadow). 
 After the emperor’s daughter is released, that is, through personal experience, personal unconscious is 
released from the domination of the collective unconscious, the hero, the active principle, representing conscious, 
can be considered a whole again. The emperor’s daughter is the one who reestablishes The Truth in the fairy tale. 
She tells who the real prince is and who the servant is.  
 As we have mentioned at the beginning of this study, the final phase of the evil confrontation is about 
discovering the true treasure. Harap Alb is killed by Spân and resurrected by the emperor’s daughter. The horse is 
the one which banishes the force of evil: “He flies with Spânul up in the sky, and the, releasing him from there, 
spânul becomes one with the earth.” The emperor’s daughter splashes Harap Alb with Alive Water and he comes 
back to life as his real self.  
 In what concerns us, we consider the supreme fairy tale is represented by the necessity to individuate. 
From traditional fairy tales to modern ones (The Lord of the Rings), the fight between Good and Evil follows the 
same route: separation, initiation, the necessary confront with evil and the return, that is discovery of the real 
treasure. The calling towards adventure of any hero consist in the pulsing of feeling alive, of defining yourself as 
a whole into the world, aware of the fact that you bare a world within yourself.   
 Another Romanian fairy tale that is a symbol for our theme is Fata Babei şi Fata Moşului. Fata Babei is 
a feminine figure characterized by ugliness, meanness and laziness, a spoiled character who does not take 
responsibility (“Fata Babei was ugly, lazy, moody and mean”). The heroine of the fairy tale, Fata Moşului 
embodies the attributes of positive feminine; she is “beautiful, diligent, obedient and good”. 
 The initial evil, the one that determines the heroine’s journey is represented by rejection of the step 
mother. The help the heroine receives during her journey come as reward for the unconditioned help she offers, 
for the good she does without expecting anything in return: a sick puppy, a tree full of caterpillars, an abandoned 
well and an un- cemented, broken oven, which she cleans and nurtures “being content in her heart that she was 
able to do a good did.” 
 The heroine crosses a dark forest (symbol of unconscious) and reaches Saint Sunday (symbol of the 
wise old woman, Seneca) and here she starts working for her: she cooks and takes care of the old woman’s 
“children”: “plenty of dragons and all kind of big and small creatures” (she uses her wisdom in order to make 
contact with terrifying psychic contents). 
 As a reward for her work, diligence, courage and kindness Fata Moşului is advised by Saint Sunday to 
go to the attic and “choose from there a chest of her choice and take it as payment”. From the multitude of chests 
“some older, uglier, others newer and more beautiful”, the heroine, modest, choose “the oldest, the ugliest of 
all”. Here it is emphasized the Jungian principle of complementarities: as the heroine discovers, the old and ugly 
chest contains the wonderful treasure.  
 Here comes the third phase of the journey, the return and the revealing of the treasure. So, with Saint 
Sunday’s blessing the good girl returns to her home, on the same road she had come, journey when she meets 
again the oven (which rewards her with “good and warm pies”), the well (from which she receives “crystal clear 
water, sweet and cool as ice and two silver glasses”), the tree (which offers “sweet as honey and ripen” fruit) and 
the puppy (which gives her a necklace made of gold coins).  
 Fata Babei goes on a journey as well, “with spite, being very cranky”, hoping to come back with the 
same goods. On the road she meets the same challenges and fails in overcoming these which signify “the evil that 
has to be overcome”. And still she reaches Saint Sunday as this is the place where she meets The Truth which 
mirrors the effort of the road she had taken.  
 Although Fata Babei proves incapable to take care of the ones around her, the old woman advises her to 
choose a reward for her work and she chooses “the newest and most beautiful” chest. Once this chest is opened, 
back home, from it “many dragons” come out, who “came out of it and immediately ate Baba, with together with 
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Fata, as if they hadn’t been on this world, and then the dragons were gone and the chest also.” The fairy tale 
ends with the triumph of good over evil and with a wedding- symbol of opposites unifying: Fata Moşului marries 
“a good and diligent man”. 
 At a symbolic level, the fairy tale illustrates the differences between taking responsibility for the journey 
(the confrontation with the unconscious and the dangers of The Shadow) and the refusal for an authentic journey 
(rejecting the hardships and the challenges from The Journey). Thus, Fata Moşului bares the step mother’s 
humiliation and rejection, starts her journey and self-knowledge, proves her qualities, takes responsibilities for 
her own destiny, makes wise choices and by doing so she acquires “treasures”(both spiritual and material). Fata 
Babei represents the preference for an area of comfort and safety of the “already known”, rejects the 
opportunities to confront with the obstacles from her road and the result is a journey without benefits; more than 
that, “the swallowing” by the dragons is a symbol of dissolution in the collective unconscious, not being 
differentiated from the brute, instinctual forces.   
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